Your Faction: Pro-Mission
The PRO-MISSION members of the
Jesuit Council are exactly as they
sound. The goal of the faction is to

PRO-MISSION

gather enough support (and votes) to
send a mission further into New France
than has been attempted before.

Character Name: Fernand Perez

Your job is to persuade the
Indeterminate members of the Jesuit
Council to see your side and to vote
with you.
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Fernand was born in Spain in 1602. He was the second son of Don Luis
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second son, Fernand was destined for the Church from birth. When he
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was 20 he took orders in the Jesuit brotherhood.
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Convince the Jesuit Council to send
a mission further into New France.

Secret Objective:
In the example of Spanish colonies in New Spain, you would like to see
good European Christian women sent along on this mission into New
France, instead of only men. You feel like the women would be helpful in
showing the Native Americans that it is a peaceful mission. There is the
additional benefit of keeping the men from “going native.”
Convince the Jesuit Council to send women along on the mission.

